
Imperfectionist
How audiences can perceive through malfunction in digital medium



Project overview
The aesthetic of imperfection will be the main point this project 

focuses on. This is the visual investigation exploring boundaries 

of reality of digital medium and typography. In this project, types 

will be treated by technology in a different way. The work will be 

designed and presented under the idea of imperfection by 

exploring 

malfunction in digital realm. Typography and a projector are used 

to present the messages. There will be malpilating techniques use 

in this project installation which are video mixer and surface. 



Key development: Typographic layout
Typeface: Helvetica Bold

Typefaces are conveyed through out A2 size spaces.



Key development: Typographic layout
Typeface: Helvetica Bold

Typefaces are conveyed through out A2 size spaces.



Key development: Video Mixer
This manipulating technique will be applied in the middle space with the TV screen. The DIY video mixer is inspired by Karlklomp’s 

Dirty Mixer which will produce glitch result on the output. 

Visit: http://vimeo.com/10862850



Key development: Surface
I was thinking about using glass for the surface/environment to manilpulate the words. But because of its low reflecting result with 

projection, I have to change to acetate paper/film in stead to remain the see through quality and it’s light enough to be hung from 

the ceiling. 

By screen grab the font in zoom-in quality to get these pixelate squares, I use them as a clolour base for the paper use in the 

installation. Types will be projected on these square papers to represent type pixelation/breaking apart. 



Key development: Surface
Screen grab test: Variation of colours created by edges of font when zoom-in. These will be used for paper selection for the final 

installation.



Key contextual discoveries
After looking at the Japanese world view ‘Wabi-Sabi‘ which I chose the idea of ‘imperfection‘ from, I have been trying to see how 

I can usr typography as my medium to communicate this idea with aufiences, whether in its form or its meaning. As I researched 

more on typefaces, I found Helvetica and decided to use it as my main typeface because Helvetica is named to be the perfect type-

face of all time. I would like to present this idea that even things like Helvetica or technology which are said they are perfect/be able 

to do anything, they are not last. Everything, one day, will break apart.

Base on this idea, I did a lot of researches through artists including temporary designers. Here are examples:

Gustav Metzger: He is a conceptual artist who experiments with the idea of ‘nothing last‘.

Nam June Paik: He explores and apply his work using televisions as his main mediums. The main work of his I look at is 

the magnet and TV, which he uses a magnet to transform the visual image on the television.

P2: This design company produces many visual images/motion graphic with types. They explore typography though surfaces such 

as glass and bended areas. 



Key contextual discoveries
Jenny Holzer: Her work is about using a straight forward statements/sentences and project them on different surfaces such as 

walls, buildings, water, to create a new reading experience. Her projection work also is considered imperfection in ways of how au-

diences are forced to collect words through different kinds of surfaces, as some could be missed. It is not only about the audience 

readings of text but also audiences get to absorb text, focusing word by word, line by line, to analise images and meanings.



Post MA developments
I have been working a lot through this course on both typographic design, including fonts and layout, and technology such as 

screen and projector. I have been developing the relationship between these issues to represent the best final outcome and be able 

to convey the right message. I have learnt more about typography especially in digital realm. I would like to keep explore and 

develop this idea in the future. I will also keep exploring a typographic installation, using different techniques and mediums based 

on this project.



Thank you for your time!


